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PanDivino 

"Chic Cafe"

A small street side café in Rome is the PanDivino. This café is well-known

for its fabulous Panini sandwiches, and other classic Italian dishes. This

rather unassuming place is hard to find and may easily be lost as you walk

searching for it, but once you find it, you ought to try as much as you can

on the menu. Food is delicious, reasonably priced and the dishes all exude

an Italian flavor that is just hard to ignore.

 +39 3289481974  pandivinoroma@virgilio.it  Via del Paradiso 39, Rome
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Tapas Gourmet Principe 

"Spanish Delight"

At the Tapas Gourmet Principe in Rome, sangrias with tapas take center

stage. This restaurant prides itself of being a laboratory of sorts with some

great flavors on the menu. Innovation is their middle name and you will

find dishes that are a stupendous amalgam of Italian and Spanish cuisine.

Ambiance of the place is very classy and cool, with some fantastic wine

selection on the menu that will entice you.

 +39 06 4558 2545  www.principetapas.com/  info@principetapas.com  Via Liguria 36, Rome
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Hopificio 

"Good Food & Drinks Spot"

Hopificio, the great Italian bar where beer and food come together to

create a amazing combo. The restaurant has long been a local favorite

and there are so many varieties on the menu that entice you to try

everything. They have Italian version of dumplings, pasta, pizza,

sandwich, and some great gourmet dishes as well. But the best part is the

variety in beer which where they have some superb local as well as

international brands. Besides the Italian delights, the restaurant offers a

variety of tapas dishes that can be best paired with the extensive

beverage list offered here.

 +39 06 9259 7575  www.hopificio.it/  info@hopificio.it  Piazza Cesare Baronio 2,

Rome
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De Tapas 

"Delectable Spanish Fare"

De Tapas as the name suggests, pampers your palate with scrumptious

Tapas delicacies. In addition to the small-plates, the restaurant entices

your taste buds with authentic Spanish delicacies. Try the vibrant flavors

of Paella or enjoy some classic chorizo, ensaladas or sandwiches,

everything on the menu is tempting. The delicious menu is followed by a

list of beverages to accompany your meal. The friendly and attentive staff

impresses the guests with an impeccable service, while the casual

interiors make this an ideal spot for long conversations with your loved

ones.
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 +39 3927123366  detapas.roma@hotmail.com  Via Cassia 1877, C.C. Olgiata Shopping

Plaza, Rome
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